Approaching the intersection on Reecer Creek Road from the north

Signalize Intersection at Reecer Creek Road and University Way

**Location:**
This project is located at the intersection of University Way and Reecer Creek Road just west of Ellensburg City limits. The intersection is just south of the housing development called Currier Creek Estates.

**Project Description:**
This project will signalize this busy intersection, which currently has a stop sign on the Reecer Creek leg of the intersection, allowing traffic to flow freely along University Way. One of the conditions of approval of the Currier Creek Estates Plat was the requirement that the developer of the Plat contribute a fair share of funding toward the eventual placement of a traffic signal at this intersection. The amount of the contribution was determined by a traffic impact analysis performed in 2003.

**Funding:**
This project will be funded by local construction funds and by developer funds.
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Schedule:
This project is in the planning phase with construction tentatively planned for 2020.

Traveling through the intersection on University Way
On a street within Currier Creek Estates